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HOTO QWSDT003 flashlight, 280lm, USB-C
Choose the HOTO flashlight and gain access to a reliable source of light. The QWSDT003 offers a brightness of 280 lm and is responsible
for stable illumination with a range of up to 200 meters. What's more, the long-lasting battery guarantees a long runtime, and the IP55
water resistance level increases the freedom of use.
 
Efficient operation
The product has a durable lithium-ion battery with a capacity of 1500 mAh, so it can work for up to 3 h of operation - if you use the high
brightness level  with  a  range of  200 m.  On the other  hand,  on a low brightness level,  the flashlight  works for  about  24 h on a single
charge, generating light with a brightness of 20 lm and a range of 10 m.
 
Comfort of use
Operating the flashlight will not cause you any problems. The device is equipped with a button that you can use to turn the QWSDT003
on/off.  You  can  also  choose  between  3  operating  modes:  Lightning,  SOS  and  Flashing.  It  is  also  possible  to  adjust  the  brightness.  In
addition, the flashlight remembers the last selected mode. It is also water (IP55), dust and wind resistant, so you can use it regardless of
the conditions.
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Thoughtful design
The  HOTO  flashlight  was  made  to  be  safe  to  use.  The  device  dissipates  heat  well,  and  the  aluminum  alloy  construction  and  internal
cooling system further prevent overheating and eliminate the risk of burns.
 
Manufacturer
HOTO
Name
HOTO QWSDT003 Flashlight
Model
QWSDT003
Weight
approx. 146 g
Dimensions
Ø30 x 145 mm
Brightness
280 lm
Input current
5 V - 1 A
Rated voltage
3,6 V
Charging time
approx. 240 min
Working time
24h (low brightness level), 3h (high brightness level)
Battery type
Lithium-ion
Battery capacity
1500 mAh
Water resistance
IP55

Price:

Before: € 19.9875

Now: € 17.99
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